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Season 4, Episode 23
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The Vanishing (1)



Donald and Douglas reveal that they have built an upgrade for all the  students bionics, except for Leo's. But the upgrade doesn't work on  Adam, Bree, and Chase because their systems are older. Adam, Bree, and  Chase are therefore left at their level, while all the students are much  more powerful. Meanwhile, Daniel is brought to the Academy because he  had been using his bionics in the outside world. Douglas decides to  enroll Daniel at the Academy, and he makes Leo his mentor. Leo steadily  tries to teach Daniel, but Daniel proves to be unteachable, so Leo gives  him the upgrade as well. The students steadily start to vanish,  including Daniel. Giselle Vickers, Douglas' old girlfriend, is revealed  to have captured them. Daniel sends a video message to the Island,  requesting help.
Quest roles:
Mateus Ward(Marcus Davenport), Angel Parker(Tasha Davenport), Maile Flanagan(Terry Perry), Pearce Joza(Daniel Davenport), Jeremy Kent Jackson(Shadowy Figure), Brandon Salgado Telis(Bob), Jessalyn Wanlim(Giselle Vickers)


Writer:
unknown


Director:
unknown


Release date:
3 February 2016, 21:00
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